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**Sparkler Spiral** 
An Instantaneous Unsanctioned Artist Curated Participation Event 

 
*** 

 
1. Purchase Sparklers. Sparklers can be found at the old Hollywood Video near  

21st/Hennepin Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN, and numerous locations. 
 

2. Show up with Sparklers and a lighter/matches at Walker Art Center Open Field 
at Dusk (9:30 pm/CDT) on June 30, 2010.  

Proceed to Turrell Sky Pesher on upper green. 
 

3. Form human line that spirals around Turrell Sky Pesher and onto hill.  
    Meet and socialize with your neighbors as you prepare your sparklers. Converse. 

 
4. Wait for Official Torch to light first sparkler in line. Flame will be passed from person to person via 

sparklers one at a time.  Caution: Sparklers and lighters can burn skin. Sparkler Spiral is not responsible 
for any form of injury caused by sparklers before, during, or after event. 

 
5. Light your neighbor’s Sparkler behind you or next in line.  

Be careful not to burn self or others. 
 

6. Stay in Sparkler Spiral until all initial Sparklers in the line have been lit. 
 

7. Wiggle your Sparkler in air after lighting. Take photos, videos, and record comments of event.  
        Light second Sparkler to restart Sparkler Spiral a second time. 

 
8. Dance, laugh, & light more sparklers at will and own risk. Engage with others about art, curation, 

participation, who got burned, and “where to go next.” 
 

9. Put dead sparklers in Sand Can provided. Please place wrappers and boxes  
in trash. Please do NOT leave trash on green. Please Remove All Waste! 

 
10. Disperse from Open Field.  Look at sunset & stars & lights of city as departing.  Post & distribute 

images & comments via web. Dream about sparkler experience. 
  

 11. Continue the sparkling conversation by sharing your sparkler experience with others. 
Thank you for your sparkling participation! 

 
              *** 
    Share the Sparkle! 
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